


We are proud of having a family of 

all of you 

About VST team 
VST team is a collection of creative, 

conscientious and professional people They 

have come together to help everyone achieve 

their ideal life by investing in themselves. 

Due to the decentralized and anonymous nature of 

the world of crypto currencies, which is the basis of 

our activities, we are not able to publish our true 

identities. 

We work together to achieve our  great  goals 

with trusting to each other because we are 

the great family of VST. 



Our Goals 

Access to specialized and inexpensive 

training for the general public 

Personal growth and development 

along with business growth 

Make the world a better place to live 



step one 

start 

March 2021 

Step two 

 Network 

marketing plan 

March 2021 

Step three 

uni-level marketing 
and rank 

October 2021 

Step Four 

Site update and 

launch of the app 

January 2022 

Step Five 

Completion of 

cryptocurrency 

training 

Jul 2022 

Our  Roadmap 

We are glad that with you, Our path has become smoother 



Our  Roadmap 
Step Six 

Forex training 

September 2022 

Step Seven 

Start of Investing plan 

October 2022 

Step Eight 

Support for investment and training projects on blockchain 

December 2022 



 

 

Step Nine 

 

Production, 

expansion and 

support of valid 

specialized 

training in other 

filds 

 

 

Step Ten 

 

VST Token 

 

Our Roadmap 



Completion of cryptocurrency training 

Technical: 

 Classic and Price Action 

Fundamental: 

investigation of projects in the field of DeFi, 

Metaverse, Gaming etc. 



Because we have a global attitude and we want everyone to be 

a member of this family, So the training will be available to 

users in several living languages of the world. 



VST Born  
Since mid-2020 and due to the growing movement of the 

crypto currency market and given what happened in the 

world of cryptocurrency in 2018, The need for a set of 

effective and focused vocational training, and of course 

Inexpensive and available to the public, was increasingly 

felt. 

This factor caused the capable management team of VST to 

come together to meet the needs of the day And pave the 

way for the growth of all those interested in progress. 



Network Marketing 

Given that any system for growth and sustainability needs to 

be known and expand its business and given the tremendous 

power that The essence of network marketing exists and In 

order to thank all of you members of the VST family for their 

efforts, it was decided to develop a network marketing plan 

for the better development and expansion of the VST family. 
in which each person will receive gifts from us in proportion 

to the amount of effort he / she makes in order to grow and 

expand the number of VST family members. 



Site updates 

The goal of our team is to be better every day than the day 

before, so in order to achieve this goal, we try every day to 

be able to provide better services to all members of the 

VST family by improving ourselves. 

Therefore, in line with this constant effort to improve, 

based on the feedback and suggestions we had from 

members, we decided to update our platform and add two 

new revenue-generating plans to the previous ones. 



 Investment plan 

The most important thing in our life is investing. Invest in 

ourselves and our abilities and assets. We need to invest to 

get rich So we decided to start a new plan to help VST 

family members and all those who are looking to earn 

more to live better lives happier, freer and better. 



 Investment plan 

Therefore, a safe and transparent plan is being designed 

in which you will be able to participate for any amount 

and with any time and it will be possible to withdraw 

interest and repay the original money at any time. 



Expand education in other fields 

Given that our goal is to expand education and because 

people each have their own tastes and everyone is 

interested in a particular applied science… 



Expand education in other fields 

Therefore, we invite anyone who can provide professional 

training in any field that can help others to have a better life. 
 

Obviously, the VST team will fully support its new family 

members after going through the legal process and signing the 

contract. 



VST token 

Since there is an end to everything except training, the decision of the VST 

management team is to be able to have permanent support to continue our 

journey. 
 So we decided to go through the next stage of our evolution by designing a 

token called VST Token and with the presence and support of all family 

members and with the official presence as a business university in the 

world of cryptocurrencies, we will take stronger steps to continue the clear 

path we have. 
 



VST token 

This token will be provided on the Tron’s blockchain and the 

smart contract registered in the Tron blockchain will control all 

transactions and other matters related to this token. The purpose 

and value creation of this token is to expand specialized, quality 

and Inexpensive education for the public and to support any 

project in this field.  



VST token 

Purchasing a VST token by any person, whether a member of the 

VST family or not, is completely optional  & By having a few of 

these tokens in your portfolio, everyone can help other members 

of the VST family move toward their common goals and enjoy 

the growth of their investment. 



Very important point 

The VST token will never have anything 

to do with the VST investment plan and 

anyone can buy it in a completely 

optional way or not. 

 



THANK YOU 


